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ABSTRAC
CT
People are awaare of the fact thhat their memoories are falliblee. As
a result, they spend
s
significaant amounts off time preparingg for
subsequent meemory challenges, e.g. by leaving
l
themseelves
reminders. Recent findings suggest, howeever, that peopple’s
ability to prepare for subsequuent retrieval may
m not alwayys be
effective. This paper looks at the efficacy off memory strateegies
in the contextt of digital annd paper-based note-taking. Prior
P
research has cllaimed that (a) notes may not always be usefful in
promoting lateer retrieval; (b) taking notes may
m distract peeople
from effectivvely processinng important information. We
examined penn and paper note-taking ass well as a new
generation digiital note-takingg device ChittyC
Chatty, findingg that
notes help mem
mory in two ways.
w
First theyy provide cues that
help people retrieve inform
mation that theyy might otherrwise
forget. Secondd the act of takking notes helpps people to better
b
focus on incom
ming informatioon even if they never later connsult
these notes. Finally
F
we fouund differences between diffe
ferent
note-taking strrategies. Peoplle who take high
h
quality notes
n
remember bettter than thoose who focuus on exhauustive
documentationn; taking large volumes of notes
n
decreasess the
efficiency of retrieval – poossibly becausee it is more time
consuming to scan extensivee notes to findd relevant retriieval
cues.
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1. INTRODU
UCTION A
AND MAIN
N
QU
UESTIONS
S

We are all awaree of the fallibbility of our unaided
u
organic
mem
mories (OMs). In our everydaay lives, we offten prepare foor
futu
ure memory ussing a variety oof prosthetic memory
m
devicees
(PM
Ms). We carry PDAs, notepaads, diaries and
d other writingg
devices to help us remember info
formation that we
w may need too
recaall in future [5, 19]. We leave emails in our in
nboxes or stickyy
notees and paper files on ouur desktops when
w
there are
outsstanding actions associated wiith these [6, 13, 21, 31, 32]. Inn
the longer term, we
w create mem
mentos [22] or take photos too
trigg
ger memories of
o events, peopple and places [10,
[
16, 24, 26]].
Reccently there has
h
been mucch interest in replacing thiis
heteerogeneous seet of memorry devices with
w
so calledd
‘Liffelogging’ techhnologies, as technical deevelopments inn
captture, storage, annd information retrieval now make
m
it possible
to reecord every eveent we experiennce [8, 9, 11, 17
7, 20, 25].
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Figure 1. ChittyChhatty User Interrface
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However, the effective use of any PM device requires strategic
planning, as well as systematic knowledge about how our
memories work. This knowledge is referred to in the
psychology literature as metamemory [18]. Metamemory
involves knowing for example what we are likely to forget and
hence what we need to store prosthetically. There is little point
in using complex technology to store information that is easily
brought to mind, e.g. familiar names, routes or phone numbers
[13]. Metamemory also involves knowing how to store
information; we need to organise it in a way that ensures we can
access it when it is needed.
There is, however, evidence that people are not very effective at
metamemory strategies associated with stored digital
information. First people may store information that they don’t
need later. People prepare for later re-access to web pages by
creating complex bookmark hierarchies, but such structures are
often not used. For example, 42% of bookmarks are never reaccessed [1, 28]: by far the most common strategy for refinding
a webpage is to type its URL [12]. Second, they may spend time
organising information in ways that don’t benefit later
retrieval. Studies of email show that some people engage in
quite complex filing strategies that are counterproductive –
creating folders that contain only one or two messages that
make future filing less effective [32]. These results are
important because they show that efforts to prepare for retrieval
may often be suboptimal.
We examine a common strategic memory behaviour, namely
note-taking, as a form of prosthetic memory device. We
investigate whether notes do indeed facilitate later retrieval of
complex conversations. We are all practiced note-takers and it
seems intuitively obvious that notes necessarily help memory.
One straightforward way that notes can help is to serve as
prosthetic cues. Looking at a note can directly trigger memory
for information such as a name or phone number that is
otherwise hard to remember [19, 31]. Note-taking may also
facilitate organic memory directly. The act of concentrating on
key information to compose notes may help OM by causing
people to focus more on incoming information - even if those
notes are never consulted [4, 14, 23].

digital note-taking device (ChittyChatty - CC) where digital
notes are indexed to a recording of the meeting. We examine
how these different PMs are used for retrieving information
over different periods of time, and how this compares with
unaided OM usage. Further we were interested in what
motivates note-taking. Are people who are unconfident about
their memory more likely to take notes?
We also wanted to examine different note-taking strategies and
how these affect memory. We investigated: (a) Quality of PM
notes; (b) Quantity of PM notes; and looked at how these affect
(c) Memory Performance (whether using OM, PM or a
combination of both) and (d) Efficiency of retrieval, i.e. the time
taken to remember whether this is with OM or PM. We also
conducted an analysis of different note-taking styles, comparing
digital and analogue notes along various dimensions.
More specifically we investigated the following research
questions:
- Do notes help overall memory – regardless of whether people
use their notes to answer a question or rely on what they can
remember unaided without referring to their notes.
- And if notes do indeed help memory, how do they help? Here
we distinguish between benefits of notes on PM and OM.
- PM cueing: Does note-taking help PM accuracy by generating
cues that people use directly to prompt retrieval? Or are such
cues ineffective because people expend effort noting
information that turns out not to be useful for retrieval?
- OM effects: Here we focus on cases where people take notes,
but choose not to use them at retrieval – usually because they
believe that they can retrieve information correctly unaided.
Does careful note-taking promote OM accuracy – by causing
people to focus more carefully on what was said and hence
remember better using OM? Or do notes detract from organic
remembering? Are attempts to take exhaustive notes
counterproductive because users miss much of what was said
making them unable to remember little unaided – reducing OM
accuracy? We call these competing hypotheses OM focusing
and OM distraction.

But these potential benefits of notes are not necessarily
guaranteed, and recent research has challenged some of the
claims about the utility of notes. As with web bookmarks, we
may select the wrong prosthetic cues - expending effort noting
down information that later turns out to be irrelevant. Various
studies have shown that notes do not always successfully cue
PM recall especially at longer retention intervals [13]. And
notes may turn out to be ineffective if users can no longer
remember what they mean [29].

In addition, we were also interested in the types of notes taken
and how this affects recall

Worse still, taking notes may also detract from organic memory
processes by compromising how we process incoming
information. With the demands of complex meetings, we may
be so busy trying to record a previous critical point that we miss
new important information. This new information may end up
being only partly processed and soon forgotten. Thus preparing
for future PM retrieval may have attentional costs that are
detrimental to OM.

- Effects of Note-type on recall Efficiency: Is it more timeconsuming to retrieve information from highly detailed notes?
Or do these more exhaustive cues make retrieval more
efficient?

Finally we were interested in what motivates note-taking
strategies. Are dedicated note-takers people who are aware of
the limitations of their organic memory who are interested in
offloading retrieval onto PM devices?
We investigate whether, how and why notes might help
memory by comparing retrieval for spoken conversations using
2 PM devices, (a) Pen and Paper (PP), and (b) a new generation
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- Effects of Note-type on recall Accuracy: Is it better to take
larger numbers of notes (i.e. a large Quantity of notes) in order
to generate more complete PM cues, at the risk of noting
irrelevant information? Or should people employ more concise
note-taking strategies that try to focus on more critical
information (i.e. high Quality notes)?

We also wanted to explore people’s reasons for note-taking.
How do notes relate to people’s evaluations of their memory
capabilities?
- Reasons for note-taking: Are people who are very confident
about their organic memory less likely to take notes?
Finally we were interested in general differences between
digital and paper based notes. Do people tend to take the same
types of notes in both cases, or are there significant differences
between them?
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2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

We investigated memory using 3 different types of prosthesis:
(a) an analogue note-taking system - Pen and Paper (PP), (b) a
digital note-taking system called ChittyChatty (CC) which we
describe in detail below and (c) no prosthesis (NP) where
people rely on unaided memory. Our goal was to test how these
different note-taking devices helped users remember everyday
conversations. We read a series of conversational stories aloud
to users, asking them later to retrieve information about those
stories. In the CC and PP conditions, users had a device to help
them remember prosthetically by looking at their notes, but they
could also choose to rely on unaided OM. In the final NP
condition they were not provided with any device support and
instead had to rely on OM alone.

2.1 Users

Twenty five users took part (14 women and 11 men, aged 2355). Users were volunteers consisting of university researchers,
administrative and management staff, as well as other
professionals from public and private sectors. Users had no
prior knowledge of the project or our experimental hypotheses.
None of the users had prior experience of using CC, but
obviously all had extensive experience with both OM and PP.

2.2 Stories and Test Questions

The 3 stories were intended to simulate real-life conversations
between two old friends who had just bumped into one another
after a period of several years. The stories contained a mixture
of facts and fiction equally distributed within each story. We
conducted extensive pilots with the stories, to ensure they could
be easily understood, and they did not contain any unfamiliar or
unusual terms. User comments indicated that they were
enjoyable to listen to, as well as achieving their objective of
simulating real-life conversational experiences. The average
story time was 3.20 minutes.
An example fragment of one story was the following:
“Oh, do you remember my older brother, Dave? Let me tell you
how he got here. He has loved Def Leppard ever since he was
15 years old and saw them play at the Sheffield Show,
Hillsborough Park in 1978. The hair, the tight trousers, the
heavy guitars, the thunder of the drums and the screaming
vocals. He was particularly entranced with their Yorkshire
lyrics. To be honest, he was obsessed. They used to rehearse in
some old warehouses and he would hang around outside
listening to them tune their guitars. He found it entertaining.
When their practice sessions were over, they’d catch their bus
home and Dave would pretend he was getting the same bus…In
1979 Def Leppard were one of the biggest rock bands in the
country, but then a strange thing happened. A journalist for
Sounds magazine wrote that the band had “sold out” to
America. Dave wasn’t sure what that meant. Like just about
every other band, they wanted to be successful in America, but
so what? It’s not like they had cut their hair, but suits on and
started singing mushy ballads. Most of their original fans
believed this story and when they played a Reading festival in
England, they showered them with bottles. It was another 7
years before their home country would ever really accept them
again... Anyway success followed again at the end of eighties,
followed by the inevitable decline. The albums began to lose
their edge and when Steve, the guitarist died, Dave thought they
would pack it all in. But they kept going, keeping the tour bus
rolling, last night they came home to Sheffield to play the
Arena, and as usual Dave was right at the front going crazy.
Suddenly, Joe, the singer spotted Dave in the crowd. He’d
recognised Dave after all those years, thought obviously he was
a bit fatter and his long hair was thinning a lot. To Dave’s

complete surprise Joe pulled him out of the crowd and
introduced him to the whole arena as Def Leppard biggest fan.
They nicknamed him “Mad Dave”. Dave raised his arms into
the air to bash in his glory and then dived forward back into the
crowd. Obviously they didn’t fancy a fat, balding and middleaged rocker landing on their heads. So that’s how he got here,
Northern General Hospital with crushed ribs, a fractured arm
and a broken nose”
After hearing the story we asked users different recall
questions. The above story generated 4 questions: (1) “Which
year did Def Leppard became one of the biggest rock bands in
the country?” (2) “What was Dave’s nickname?” (3) “How did
the local fans feel about Def Leppard’s success in America?”
and (4) “How did the crowd respond to Dave diving onto them”.

2.3 Prostheses
2.3.1 ChittyChatty (CC) - Digital Notes

Fig 1 illustrates the ChittyChatty interface. CC is similar to
other note-taking systems such as [2, 27, 29]. Like those
systems, it supports memory for conversation using temporal
co-indexing [29] of handwritten notes and speech. The main
representation is a blank page where users create notes and/or
other visual cues while recording a conversation. Users follow
their normal practice of taking handwritten notes but each pen
stroke is temporally co-indexed with the underlying recorded
speech. This allows the notes to be used to access the
conversation; when users want to re-access recorded speech,
they click on a specific note, and the system begins to replay the
speech that was being recorded at the moment that note was
taken. In this way the notes serve as a visual analogue to the
underlying speech, allowing straightforward access to a specific
part of the speech. This gives the users a more precise way of
accessing a specific part of speech without having to listen to
the whole audio again. CC runs on any version of Windows
Mobile edition on a PDA, making it portable and easy for
taking meeting notes.

2.3.2 Pen and Paper (PP) - Analogue Notes

People were given pen and paper to take notes and they were
instructed to take notes as they would normally do to remember
a complex verbal materials.

2.3.3 No Prosthesis (NP)

The final condition was NP. In this condition people were not
given external memory aids and had to rely on their unaided
memory to find the answers to the questions.

2.3.4 Differences in Efficiency and Accuracy
between PM Devices and Unaided Memory

Our prosthetic devices have different properties. PP notes are a
schematic and incomplete record of what was said, whereas CC
offers a verbatim record. Retrieval Efficiency is also different
for these devices. Extracting information from PP or written CC
notes is efficient because the eye can rapidly scan text to
identify information. CC, however, should support reasonably
efficient access to the underlying speech record; using
handwritten notes or other visual cues should allow users to
quickly identify relevant regions of speech to access and listen
to.
Of course, both prosthetic devices contrast with unaided
memory which is efficient to access but fallible.

2.4 Time: Retention Intervals

The entire experiment consisted of 3 Retention Intervals. The
first Retention Interval consisted of an introduction, CC
training, exposure to the conversational stories and initial
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memory testing. This took about 50 min. The second Retention
Interval – a week later - involved remembering certain aspects
of the stories presented at the first Retention Interval and lasted
about 30 min. The last Retention Interval took place a month
after the first and again involved retrieval of information
presented at the first Retention Interval and lasted about 30 min.
At the end of the experiment users were given a small food
reward for participating.
Before listening to each story we either gave users a device (CC
or PP), or they had to rely on unaided memory (No Prosthesis NP). In the CC and PP conditions, they obviously also had OM,
which they could choose to use instead of the allocated
prosthetic device. We instructed them to remember the story
either with the assistance of the PM or OM, using whatever
memory techniques they would normally use. Users heard each
story only once - during the first Retention Interval. We tested
memory at 3 different Retention Intervals: same day, 7 days
and 30 days later. On each test users had the same prosthesis as
when they heard the original story. For instance if a user had
access to CC when first listening to the story, we also gave
them CC at subsequent Retention Intervals with the same story.
A critical research question was whether and when people made
use of devices instead of relying on unaided OM. So, even
when users had access to a note-taking device, we made it clear
that they were not compelled to use it, and we noted when
devices were used in preference to OM.

2.5 Procedure

The experiments were run using a custom built website. Users
were first given a general description of the experiment, the
stories and the different types of questions that they would be
asked as part of each session.
We then gave them a brief web-based, hands-on tutorial
providing detailed descriptions of each memory prosthesis and
procedures for the experiment. They carried out 3 practice tasks
(one with each prosthesis, and one with no prosthesis). The
practice tasks were similar to those used in the experiment.
Users were allowed to proceed to the actual experiment only if
(a) they felt confident with each device and (b) they had
successfully completed all practice tasks.

2.5.1 Experimental Tasks

We read users a story with CC, PP or NP depending on the
experimental condition. To control for story/Retrieval Method
confounds, we counterbalanced the order in which users
received stories, the device they used to carry out each task, and
the type of question (verbatim/gist) they were asked. Users
answered questions on web based forms.
A key research question was the relationship between users’
confidence in their organic memory and their note-taking and
retrieval strategies. Before answering each memory question we
asked users to evaluate their Confidence in their ability to
answer the question without using the device. The Confidence
question was asked after the user had read the memory question
but before they answered it: “How confident are you that you
can remember the answer to this question without using your
[memory prosthesis name]?” Responses were generated on 5point Likert scales.
Users then tried to answer the question. In all conditions we
recorded the retrieval time, i.e. how long it took users to answer
that question. We also noted whether users relied on OM or the
device to answer the question.
Retrieval accuracy was scored in the following way. We first
generated an evaluation metric for each question, by having two
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coders blind to the experimental hypotheses listen to each story
twice. They agreed a set of target answers, specifying keywords
and context that needed to be present in that answer. Accuracy
scores ranged from 0-5 depending on how much of the target
answer the user specified. If an answer included all target
keywords (or their synonyms) and context, it received a
maximum score of 5. Partially correct answers were defined as
either (a) containing all keywords, but inaccurate context, or (b)
accurate context and incomplete set of keywords. Scoring was
carried out independently by the two judges, and disagreements
were referred to a third judge for resolution.

2.4.1 Measures and Variables
We collected and report the following data:
•

Accuracy of answers

•

Efficiency – how long it takes users to recall the
relevant information

•

Retrieval Method: when people had notes available
with CC and PP, we looked at whether they relied on
their notes or their organic memory to answer a
question.

•

Note taking behaviour - how people take notes, Note
Quality and Quantity for CC and PP

•

User Confidence in their ability to remember unaided.

3. HYPOTHESES AND RESULTS

The results are organised around the following hypotheses:

3.1 Overall Memory Benefits: Do Notes help
cue recall?

We compared the NP condition with the two note-taking
conditions (i.e. comparing CC, PP and NP scores) to assess
overall effects of note-taking devices on Retrieval Accuracy.
We conducted two-way ANOVAs with independent variables
1) Device– i.e. which prosthesis was used (PP, CC or none in
the NP condition); 2) Retention Interval – i.e. length of time
since the user heard the story (same day, 7 days later, 30 days
later). The dependent variable was Accuracy.
Accuracy scores for digital and analogue note-taking devices
and NP are shown in Figure 2. As expected there was a
significant difference between Devices (F(2,898)=78.9, p<0.0001
(SD=483.4, mean=241.7)). Planned comparisons showed that
there are differences between CC and NP (p<0.0001) and
between PP and NP (p<0.0001) showing the benefits for
memory of both types of note-taking prosthesis.
As expected there was a strong interaction between Device and
(SD=142.1,
Retention
Interval
(F(4,898)=11.6,p<0.0001
mean=35.5)), suggesting that the benefit of notes increases after
longer periods of time.
We conducted posthoc Tukey analyses at each Retention
Interval. We found no significant differences between CC, PP
and NP on the first day, suggesting that there were no
immediate benefits for notes. But 7 days later, we found a
significant difference between both CC and NP (p<0.0001) and
between PP and NP (p<0.0001) – indicating strong short-term
benefits of both types of note-taking prostheses. During the
final session - 30 days later, we found significant differences
between CC and NP (p<0.0001) and between CC and PP
(p<0.0001) – indicating the benefits of digital notes over
analogue notes at longer retention intervals, presumably
because CC allows access to the underlying verbatim record.
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PP and NP were equivalent (p>0.05) showing that the benefits
of analogue notes degrades over time.
We conducted further post-hoc tests looking at Accuracy for
each Device at the different retention intervals. We found no
significant differences for CC for the 3 retention intervals (p >
0.05). But for PP there was a significant difference between 1
and 7 days (p<0.02), and 7 and 30 days (p<0.006). For NP there
were differences between 1 and 7 days (p<0.0001) sessions but
no differences between 7 and 30 days (p>0.05) sessions. The
fact that CC shows no degradation over time, whereas both PP
and NP decay shows the benefit of digital note-taking in
protecting recall.
Given that notes do indeed help overall retrieval our next
question was how did so? What are their effects on PM and OM
respectively? We first looked at whether note-taking helps PM
accuracy by generating rich cues that are useful for later PM
retrieval.
Figure 3. PM Cuing at different Device Conditions over
3 retention Intervals. For each device the intervals are 1,
7 and 30 days from left to right.
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7

30
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30

Figure 2. Overall Accuracy for different Device
Conditions over 3 Retention Intervals. For each Device
the intervals are 1, 7 and 30 days from left to right.

3.2 Do Notes Help Cue PM?

The above analysis does not separate cases for both CC and PP
when notes are available but not used from cases where notes
are taken and used. It may be that users take notes but choose
not to use them for retrieval. To examine this, we compared
Accuracy when people actively used CC or PP notes at retrieval
with the NP condition when no notes were available. Because
we wanted to quantify the direct effects of notes as retrieval
aids, we excluded from the analysis, cases where people had
digital notes, but chose to rely on their unaided memory, as in
these cases there was no direct prosthetic use of notes. We
conducted an ANOVA with Retention Interval (same day, 7
days, 30 days) and Device (CC, PP, and NP) as independent
variables. Accuracy was the dependent variable. Figure 3
illustrates our findings.
As expected, there were significant differences between
Devices for Accuracy (F(2, 683) = 65.7, p<0.0001 (SD=398.4,
mean=199.2)). Planned comparisons of CC and PP, with NP
showed the advantage both of digital and paper notes over NP
(both p<0.0001).

There was also an ANOVA interaction between Device and
Retention Interval for Accuracy (F(4,683)=14.0, p<0.0001
(SD=170.3, mean=42.6)). Post hoc Tukey tests showed that
when CC and PP notes were used, performance was better at
longer retention intervals. When we compared CC, PP and NP
at 1 day, there were no significant differences (all p>0.05). At 7
days, there was a significant difference between CC and NP
(p<0.0001) and between PP and NP (p<0.0001). Similarly at 30
days there was a significant difference between both CC and
NP (p<0.0001) and between PP and NP (p<0.007). The data
show the benefits of actively using notes as PM cues: PP notes,
or with CC the combination of notes and access to the verbatim
record, help by cueing PM at longer retention intervals, as OM
degrades. Further post-hoc tests showed a significant benefit of
using CC over PP (p<0.001) notes to access a verbatim
recording of a conversation.
We conducted further post-hoc tests examining CC at (1, 7 and
30 days) and found no significant differences (p>0.05). But
when we looked at PP, we found a significant difference
between 7 and 30 days (p<0.004), although there were no
differences between 1 and 7 days (p>0.05). Further post-hot
tests with NP revealed significant differences between 1 and 7
day (p<0.0001), but not between 7 and 30 days (p>0.05).
In conclusion, active use of notes do help memory by providing
rich cues for PM. In particular, notes combined with a digital
record (ie CC) seemed relatively immune to decay. If actively
used, PP notes are equally useful immediately and after a week,
but their utility degrades at 30 days, even though they are still
better than NP overall.

3.3 OM: Do notes distract or help focus
OM?

There are competing views about how notes affect organic
memory. To investigate whether taking notes distracts, or
focuses OM, we examined the differences in Accuracy when
people had taken notes but chose not to use them preferring to
rely on their unaided memory to remember. We compare
unaided OM in the CC and PP conditions (when notes have
been taken but not used), with NP scores where no such notes
are available. We conducted an ANOVA with Retention
Interval (same day, 7 days, 30 days) and Device (CC, PP, and
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NP) as independent variables. Accuracy was the dependent
variable. Figure 4 illustrates those findings.

1

7

30

1

7

30

1

7

incomplete and partial information. Consistency between judges
was 90% and disagreements were resolved by discussion.

30

Figure 4. OM focus at different Device Conditions over
3 Retention Intervals. For each device the intervals are
1, 7 and 30 days from left to right.

Figure 5. CC low and high quantity notes from two
different note takers
Similarities between CC and PP notes

As expected, there was a significant difference between Devices
for Accuracy (F(2, 514) = 32.1, p<0.0001 (SD=191.1,
mean=95.6)) with planned Tukey comparisons showing that in
cases where people had taken either CC or PP notes they
outperformed NP for unaided memory (p<0.0001).
However, there was no interaction between Device type and
Retention interval (F(4, 514) = 1.7, p>0.05 (SD=20.1, mean=5)).
As Figure 4 indicates the differences between devices are
equivalent at each retention interval. We conducted further
post-hoc tests looking at all PM devices at (1, 7 and 30 days). In
all cases OM dropped between 1 and 7 days with no subsequent
differences between 7 and 30 days.

Before examining the effects of note type on memory we
looked first at how people took notes digitally compared with
pen and paper. For instance, when people used CC, did they
take more or fewer notes, in comparison to when they used PP?
We found that people had consistent note-taking strategies taking similar Quality notes digitally and on paper. The strength
of this relationship is confirmed by a correlation between
Quality of digital CC notes and Quality of PP notes (r(25) = 0.4,
p< 0.001). Figure 6 shows CC and PP notes from the same note
taker) – suggesting similar note-types and strategies in both
cases.

Overall the results support the focusing hypothesis and
contradict the distraction hypothesis. Even when people choose
not to use their notes at recall, the initial act of taking notes
helps to boost their memory compared with when no notes are
taken. However, unlike CC cueing of PM, this boosting effect
on OM degrades over time.

3.4 Effects of Note-type: Quality vs.
Quantity

We next looked at the effects of different types of notes on
retrieval. Is it better to take larger numbers of notes (i.e. high
Quantity) in order to generate exhaustive PM cues? Or should
people employ more concise note-taking strategies that try to
focus on more critical information (i.e. high Quality)?
We scored the Quantity of notes simply by counting the number
of words that users recorded. Quality was more complex. For
each story, we devised a marking scheme consisting of the ideal
set of notes that would have to be generated to cover all the
topics that we asked users about. This included topic keywords
plus contextual information about each topic, and both were
required to achieve a perfect notes score, see Figure 5. Two
independent judges applied the marking scheme; they gave 5
marks for complete notes which captured both keywords (or
their synonyms), plus context. Marks were reduced for
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Figure 6. CC and PP notes from the same note taker.
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The Quantity of notes taken across digital and paper media was
also consistent. Again, there was a strong positive correlation
between the Quantity of CC and PP notes (r(25) = 0.6, p< 0.001).
We were also interested in how people used the space on the
Digital PDA screen compared with the paper sheet. We
expected people to spread their notes out more on paper but to
have more condensed digital notes. We measured space usage
in terms of the number of lines used, expressed as a percentage
of the number of available lines.
Contrary to our expectations, we found that people used space
in a similar way for digital and paper notes. There was a strong
correlation between CC and PP space usage (r(1199) = 0.31,
p<0.001) suggesting that people tend to apply familiar notetaking strategies to new technology.
We also observed that people used often bullet points to arrange
their notes in both CC and PP. Again we found a strong
correlation between bullet point use in CC and PP (r(25) = 0.28,
p<0.001).
Having established that digital and pen and paper notes are
similar we combined digital and analogue notes in testing the
relations between note type and memory.
Quality:
We looked at whether people who take high Quality notes in
both CC and PP also remember better overall. We found a
significant correlation between Quality of notes and overall
memory – regardless of whether people answered memory
questions prosthetically using their notes or relying on unaided
OM (r(515) = 0.4, p<0.001).
Quantity:
In contrast Quantity was not such a strong predictor of memory.
While taking a higher Quantity of notes overall also improved
retrieval, the overall correlation was much weaker (r(515) = 0.1,
p<0.05).
We also tested whether Quality was a better predictor of recall
Accuracy than Quantity and found that this was indeed the case.
A comparison of the correlation coefficients using the
Hotelling/Williams Test showed that Quality was much the
stronger predictor (t(515) = 4.63, p < 0.0001).
Retrieval Efficiency:
We also looked at the effects of note Quantity on Retrieval
Efficiency. Does taking more notes increase speed of retrieval
or are too many notes distracting as retrieval cues?
There was a strong positive correlation between overall note
Quantity and Efficiency (time to answer each question), r(384) =
0.3, p<0.001. People who took more notes tended to take longer
to generate responses using PM. This suggests that having a
large volume of notes decreases speed of retrieval - as there are
more notes to scan to find a promising index.

However, there was a strong positive correlation between
overall note Quality and Confidence scores (r(515) = 0.3,
p<0.001). This may be because having higher Quality notes
seems to boost people’s confidence that they will be able to
remember unaided. Or alternatively people who have better
memories tend to take better notes and they are more confident
about OM based on their past success of remembering.

3.5 Subjective User Comments

Overall people voiced a liking for memory cueing techniques
such as note taking. The majority of users preferred digital over
paper notes but this could be due to the audio back up provided
alongside the digital notes “[CC] is similar to writing [PP]
notes which I like plus back up of recording”. Nevertheless CC
was appreciated for its familiarity to PP and its ease of use
“[CC] is very easy to use and it's very accurate”.
But after some time had elapsed people worried that their notes
might not be sufficient to guarantee long term retrieval because
they were contextually dependent on fallible organic memory to
interpret them “my notes were a mess, and were contextual with
my own memory, which itself had faded. Hence the usefulness
of the notes was severely undermined”.
A few people acknowledged the importance of taking high
Quality notes “[PP] jogs your own memory. It depends largely
on the quality of notes”…and “you have notes for prompts if
you make the right prompts!”
Some users discussed the Quantity of their notes and the need
not to take too many notes “[after 7 days] the notes I had done
were the right amount - not too lengthy”. As we reported
earlier, having a large Quantity of notes was not perceived as an
effective memory cue as it takes too long to retrieve relevant
information.
There was also concern about note taking technique “I've never
been very good at making notes” and “…the notes are only as
good as the user…” But even with poor note taking skills,
people realised that having some notes - whatever their quality might be better than having no PM backup at all “I’m dependent
on my own ability to make notes but still better than memory
alone”.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This study examined whether users’ attempts to prepare for
future retrieval using a specific type of prosthetic device,
namely notes, led to improved recall.
What can our results tell us about digital memory more
generally? We have shown that there are two independent
mechanisms by which users preparations for future retrieval can
have effects on memory:

Reasons for Note-Taking:

(1) PM cueing – by generating useful cues (notes) that
trigger memories when users access them at retrieval.
In this study, digital notes in CC were highly robust
as retrieval cues showing minimal decay over the
month of the study

Finally we looked at what motivates people to take more notes.
Do people who are less confident take larger volumes of notes,
or does confidence result from having good notes?

(2) OM focusing – the very act of generating cues helps
memory (even if these cues are never consulted).
However, these focusing benefits decay over time.

Contrary to our hypothesis, there was no significant correlation
between combined CC and PP note Quantity and overall
Confidence scores (r(515) = -0.003, p>0.9). People who are
unconfident about their memory don’t act upon this information
to take more notes.

Also we found some effects for the types of cues that people
construct. Higher quality cues helped retrieval whereas large
volumes only weakly did so. Furthermore there were costs to
taking too many notes. Generating too many cues leads to more
inefficient retrieval with increased retrieval times when users
generated very many notes.
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Finally we clarified the relationship between note-taking
behaviour and confidence. People who lacked confidence in
their OM were no more likely to take large numbers of notes
than those who were very confident. Rather it seemed that
taking good notes caused people to be more confident that they
would remember unaided.
There were also few observed differences between digital and
pen and paper note-taking practices. Digital and analogue
notetakers tend to exploit space in similar ways, to use
equivalent numbers of bullet points and to take similar volume
and quality of notes.
These results have important implications for other studies of
prosthetic memory. There has been much recent interest in
techniques that allow digital memories to be automatically
indexed [33]. Now while such automatic techniques may prove
useful, our focusing results show that having users generate
their own cues is helpful rather than distracting, even when
these aren’t directly used at retrieval. We did not directly
contrast automatic versus manual indexing in this study. At the
very least, however, our results suggest that in addition to such
automatic techniques we need lightweight ways for people to
construct their own retrieval cues, because of the demonstrated
benefits they bring.
The confidence results suggest that having high quality personal
indices increases confidence and hence the likelihood that the
digital memory will be used. Finally the demonstrated
relationship between Quantity and Efficiency showed that we
need to be careful about how many cues that we generate
(whether this is done automatically or manually). Too many
cues reduce the efficiency of retrieval.
More specifically the study shows the benefits of a new type of
digital note-taking device CC for helping memory. It is more
robust than both PP notes and unaided memory. In the spirit of
Web2.0, we are also currently investigating extensions to the
device which will allow collaborative sharing of notes allowing
for example a class of students to share digital notes that are
indexed to a podcast lecture [7]. Further we are evaluating a
different version of CC that uses pictures rather than
annotations and looking at how different types of annotations
such as pictures support retrieval. This work extends recent
studies of how pictures help individuals remember events from
their everyday lives [25].
In conclusion we have shown the benefits of new types of
digital note-taking prostheses in helping memory and clarified
some of the different mechanisms by which they achieve their
effects. Future work needs to extend these questions to look at
how manual cueing contrasts with automatic methods and how
well these techniques generalise to other types of indices such
as pictures [25] or more complex narratives [10].
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